Governance Actions
March 2011 - May 2011

The Curriculum

Program actions:

Business - a new Certificate in Accounting Professionalism, approved by Chair of Business, PS Dean, AAC, and Provost for Fall 2011.

History - change of requirements in the major and minor deleting HIST 100 History of the Modern World from History and Global Studies programs, approved by chairs of History, Global Studies, LAS Dean, AAC, and Provost for Fall 2011.

Humanistic Studies - establish a new area of emphasis in American Cultures, approved by HUS Chair, LAS Dean, AAC, and Provost for Fall 2011.

Interdisciplinary Studies - add Comm 280 Business and Professional Communication Skills as an option in the writing skills requirement for the BA and add a writing requirement for the BAS degree (either Comm 280 or ENG COMP 105), approved by IST, ICS, HUD, and HUS Chairs, LAS Dean, and Provost for Fall 2011.

Interdisciplinary Studies - add a new area of emphasis in Art in the BA and BAS degrees, approved by IST and AVD Chairs, LAS Dean, and Provost for Fall 2011.

Nursing - add a new requirement - students must receive a grade of C or above in all upper-level nursing courses - for the major, approved by the Chair of Nursing, PS Dean, AAC, and Provost for Fall 2011.

Course actions:

ART 105 Introductory Drawing - minor change in catalog description adding student requirement to purchase supplies, approved by Chairs of Art and AVD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

ART 107 Two-Dimensional Design - minor change in catalog description adding student requirement to purchase supplies, approved by Chairs of Art and AVD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

ART 210 Introduction to Painting - minor change in catalog description and removal from gen ed, approved by Chairs of Art and AVD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

ART 311 Intermediate Painting - minor change in catalog description, course title (to Intermediate Painting: Contemporary Approaches), prerequisites, and periodicity, approved by Chairs of Art and AVD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

ART 410 Advanced Painting - minor change in course description, approved by Chairs of Art and AVD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.
BUA 384 Production/Operations Management - minor change making course inactive, approved by Chair of BUA and PS Dean for Fall 2011.

BUA 386 Field Project in Business Management - minor change making course inactive, approved by Chair of BUA and PS Dean for Fall 2011.

CHEM 403/603 Advanced Organic Chemistry Lab - minor change coordinating the graduate and undergraduate levels, approved by Chairs of Chemistry, ES&P, and NAS and LAS Dean for Spring 2011.

ENV SCI 505 Environmental Systems - minor change correcting a mismatch between this course and the cross listed undergraduate course (ENV SCI 305) with respect to an added lab, approved by Chairs of ES&P and NAS, and the LAS Dean for Spring 2011.

GEOG 377 Analysis of Northern Lands - minor change to inactive status, approved by Chairs of Geography and URS ans LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

GEOSCI - a minor change changing the Earth Science prefix to GEOSCI for all Earth Science courses, approved by Chairs of Geoscience, Chemistry, EPP, Geography, IST and NAS and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

HIST 209 US Immigration History - minor change in course number (to HIST 309) and prerequisites (HIST 205 and 206), approved by Chairs of History and SCD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

HIST 250 Traditional Asia Civilization - minor Change discontinuing the course, approved by Chairs of History and SCD and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

HIST 340 Topics in African American History - minor change in prerequisites (HIST 207), approved by Chairs of History and HUS and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

HIST/WOST 380 U.S. Women’s History - minor change in enrollment limit to 35, approved by Chairs of History, SCD, Women’s and Gender Studies, and LAS Dean.

HIST 450 War and Civilization - minor change in repeatability, approved by Chairs of History and HUS and LAS Dean for Summer 2011.

HIST 483X Modern East Asia - experimental course, approved by Chair of HUS, GEC (for writing emphasis and World Culture requirements) and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

HUS 198 Hugging Trees: Humanity, Morality and the Planet - a first year seminar course approved by HUS Chair, GEC (for writing emphasis and Humanities III requirement), and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.
HUS 198 Playing Dress-up: Children and the Fashion of Violence - experimental course approved by HUS Chair, LAS Dean and GEC Chair (for writing emphasis and Humanities III credit).

PEA 344 Leadership and Human Resources - minor change of title to Leadership in Organizations, approved by PEA Chair and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

PEA 430 Seminar in Ethics and Public Affairs - minor change reactivating the course, approved by Chair of PEA and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

PEA 452 Planning Theory and Methods - minor change to active status, approved by PEA Chair and LAS Dean for Fall 2011.

**Personnel Practices**
Faculty Senate passed a resolution on adjuncts - Be it resolved that all adjuncts teaching courses at UW-Green Bay be approved by the Unit responsible for that course. There must be Unit review of the adjunct’s course syllabi and course materials. In addition, all adjuncts must be evaluated, on an ongoing basis, by the approving Unit upon the completion of any course that said adjunct teaches.

**Governance Structures and Policies**
Faculty Senate approved a Code change to more clearly align campus practice on elections with the state law on public records and open meetings. Written ballots are no longer required although results of elections must be recorded. Rollcall votes are not required but requests for rollcall votes by a member of the meeting body must be honored.

A proposal to split the interdisciplinary unit Arts and Visual Design into several units is now under review by governance groups.